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MAJOR ENHANCEMENTS 

No major enhancements 

 

MINOR ENHANCEMENTS 

No minor enhancements 

 

BUG FIXES 

 

1. (FUS-2) - Fixed a restarting issue with some devices after removing and re-powering the 
device. 
 

2. (FUS-3) - Fixed handling of outdated mnemonics when downloading config files. 
 
 

3. (FUS-4) - Fixed a web communication problem via a proxy network intermediary. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRODUCT CHANGE NOTICE 

 
Multitel is pleased to announce the release of the new version 4.91 firmware for FUSION RTU.  

Get up to speed by upgrading your FUSION. 

 

THE PRESENT FEATURE-SET IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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UPDATE REQUIREMENTS AND/OR IMPACT 

Note that a detailed update procedure package is provided with the new firmware code file. 

 

Following are the possible impacts when performing the FUSION update. 

1. Daily, triggered and histogram statistics files content will be lost after a firmware 
code upload, thus, it is recommended to download the files content prior to performing 

the remote code upload. 

2. FUSION configuration (Operating parameters) may be reset to default values. Therefore, 
it is good practice to backup/download the configuration file prior to performing the 
remote code upload. 

3. When executing FUSION v4.9x, v4.8x and v4.7x upgrades from previous to v4.50, the 
Intelligent I/O Card firmware is erased and needs to be uploaded via the HTTP/HTTPS or 
the TELNET/SSH interface. The following files are available upon request. If you have 
any questions contact:  

support@multitel.com   

FUSION I/O card files:  

a. MIR_ANA.XMD  

b. MIR_EVT.XMD  

c. MIR_OUT.XMD 

4. The new FUSION version does not require any FIRMSuite™ upgrade. 

5. Occurrence counters will be reset to zero (0). 

6. Rollback to last previous version v4.83 has been tested and is operational. However, we 
have seen unexplained events where the FUSION IP Address is reset to default 
(192.168.1.1). Thus, it is recommended to perform the rollback on-site in the event the IP 
Address is reset 

 

 

AVAILABILITY 

The new version 4.91 of FUSION RTU will be available on June 2021. 

 

Multitel is committed to provide only the highest quality products for your needs. If you have 
questions regarding this product change notice, please contact your Multitel sales representative. 

REQUEST YOUR UPDATE 

 
Multitel reserves the rights to change characteristics without 

notice. PCN-2021-003 © All rights reserved. Multitel 2021.  

Take advantage of the 
power and performance of 
our all-in-one remote 
telemetry units. 
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